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Last month we announced that the new 
Matchless rocker boxes would be available 
from Roger Orford but we didn’t have the 
selling prices at that time. These are 
universal to suit LH and RH cylinders on 
MX2 and MX4 engines. (mods. to oil feed 
piping required for MX2 engines).
Rocker box with cover, oil jets, seals and 
oil gallery blanking screws are £312.84 + 
VAT each

This month we are pleased to announce 
that the new MX2/MX4 rocker arms are  
now available from Roger Orford. These 
have been machined from aerospace grade 
alloy billet rather than from castings so they 
do look a little different. Previously the 
splines were formed by broaching but now  
they have been slotted on a CNC machine 
which has allowed the fit on the rocker 
spindles to be very slightlytighter. They are 
now a firm press fit on the spindles and 
should be heated up (hot air gun or boiling 
water) to ease fitment. This tighter fit should 
much reduce the likelihood of their working 
loose on the shaft splines in service.

There are four different rocker arms for 
each rocker box. RE188 & RE189 are the 
shorter internal, fixed arms (pushrod end) 
and RE190 & RE191 are the longer 
external, detachable arms (valve end).  The 
part numbers have been CNC engraved on 
each one. Rocker arms can be bought 
individually or in sets of four. There is a 
discount when buying a set of four for a 
rocker box which also applies for either a 
set of four internal or external rocker arms. 
We anticipate that quite a few members 
(like me!) may wish to replace their external 
rocker arms which have become slack and 
clattery on the spindle splines over the 
years, making it difficult to maintain correct 
tappet clearances.

Internal rocker arm RE188 & RE189 
and External rocker arm RE190 & 
RE191 are £36 each + VAT

Set of 4 rocker arms for 1 rocker box or 
for 4 Internal or 4 external rocker arms is 
£129.60  + VAT

Steve Hughes  for the Mogspares Team
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Part numbers are engraved on the back faces New rocker arms, machined from billet


